
 
  

1 

I woke up ___________ than you (early / late) 

My eyes are ______ than yours (light / dark) 

I went to bed __________ than you (early / late) 

My bag is ______ than your bag (heavy / light) 

My hair is _________ than yours (long / short) 

My index finger is ________ than yours (long / 

short) 2 

My hair is ______ than yours (curly / straight) 

I ate chocolate _______ than you (recently) 

My phone is ________ than yours (new / old) 

My phone was ____ than yours (expensive / cheap) 

My skin is _______ than yours (light / dark) 

My hands are ______ than yours (big / small) 

3 

I am __________ than you (heavy / light) 

I got to class ________ than you (early / late) 

My shoes are ______ than yours (old / new) 

I am ___________ than you (tall / short) 

My fingernails are ______ than yours (long / short) 

I listen to music _______ than you (often) 

 4 

My seat’s ___ the door than yours (near to/far from) 

I go to sleep after midnight ______ than you (often) 

My home is _______ than yours (big / small) 

I went abroad _______ than you (recently) 

I ate in a restaurant ________ than you (recently) 

I eat meat _______ than you (often) 

 

5 

I went to the cinema ______ than you (recently) 

My hair is _______ than yours (fair / dark) 

I cook _______ than you (often) 

My pen was ______ than yours (expensive / cheap) 

My phone is ______ than yours (big / small) 

I use public transport ________ than you (often) 

 6 

I travelled by train ______ than you (recently) 

My seat’s __ the board than yours (near to/far from) 

My feet are _________ than yours (big / small) 

I am ______ than you (old / young) 

I live ____ this school than you (near to / far from) 

My handwriting is _____ than yours (beautiful) 

 

eg 

The card says… 

I ate chocolate ____ than you. (recently) 

 

My hair is _____ than yours (long / short) 

 eg 

You ask… 
A: How recently did you eat chocolate? 
B: I ate chocolate yesterday. 
A: I ate chocolate 3 days ago, so I ate chocolate 
less recently than you. 
B: And I ate chocolate more recently than you. 
 
No question necessary – just compare! 
A: My hair is longer than yours. 
B: And my hair is shorter than yours. 
 

Making Comparisons 
36 mini-dialogues 



Answers 
 

1 

later 

lighter / darker 

earlier / later 

heavier / lighter 

longer / shorter 

longer / shorter 

2 

curlier / straighter 

more / less recently 

newer / older 

more expensive / cheaper 

lighter / darker 

bigger / smaller 

3 

heavier / lighter 

earlier / later 

older / newer 

taller / shorter 

longer / shorter 

more / less often 

4 

nearer to / further from 

more often 

bigger / smaller 

more / less recently 

nearer to / further from 

more / less often 

5 

more / less recently 

fairer / darker 

more / less often 

more expensive / cheaper 

bigger / smaller 

more often / less often 

6 

more / less recently 

more / less recently 

bigger / smaller 

older / younger 

nearer to / further from 

more / less beautiful 


